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1. Bronze Wreath of Merit: Lieutenant Todd M. Ojile #2361, Civilian Jerry Ogburn #V1109 

 

 In the early morning hours of Sunday, March 25, 2018 Officers were called to the 800 block 

of South Pershing in reference to a shooting. When Officers arrived they located the victim, 

17 yoa, with multiple gunshot wounds. The victim died of his injuries and the investigations 

would lead Investigators to reconstruct the last hours of the victim’s life. Lt. Ojile took it 

upon himself to review multiple hours of video surveillance that had been located by the 

initial search of the area for video. After locating video that possibly showed the victim 

walking with another figure a short time before his death, Lt. Ojile asked Jerry Ogburn for 

assistance and the two returned to the area. They theorized where that victim and suspect may 

have walked and searched those areas for additional video. Their determined and imaginative 

efforts located additional video that was instrumental in determining the correct suspect and 

frames from the video they recovered was a necessity during the interview of the suspect and 

obtaining charges for first degree murder against the suspect.  

 

 

2. Bronze Wreath of Merit: Officer Kyle L. Perry #2432 

 

On January 6, 2018 Officer Perry and Ronen were assigned to South SCAT and stopped a 

vehicle on South Fountain for a moving violation. The smell of marijuana was detected in the 

vehicle and occupants were asked to step out. The front passenger ran on foot upon stepping 

out of the vehicle. Perry chased the suspect on foot and eventually tackled him to the ground 

in the backyards to the west of the vehicle stop. Once on the ground, Perry saw the suspect 

holding a gun in his hand. Perry quickly grabbed the suspect’s hand and jammed the gun into 

the victim’s own leg. For almost five minutes, Perry was in a physical struggle with the 

suspect over the firearm until additional officers arrived on scene to help Perry safely take the 

suspect into custody. During those five minutes, Perry would show undeniable courage, 

strength, and restraint as the suspect refused Perry’s commands to drop the gun.  

  

 

3. Silver Wreath of Valor, Life Saving Award & Police Shield: Officer Alex N. Bieler #2540 

  

On May 11, 2018 at approximately 2106 hours, Officer Alex Bieler was driving southbound 

on Jackson towards 21st North. As Officer Bieler turned west bound onto 21st, he saw a 

female run out of a side of a business on fire. The business was a Mexican restaurant located 

on 21st. Officer Bieler immediately rendered aid by patting down the female extinguishing 

the fire. The female screamed her sister was inside the restaurant on fire as well.  All doors 

were locked to the resultant so Officer Bieler broke the front glass door to gain access to save 

Rosa Martinez. Officer Bieler found the second victim in the kitchen and he immediately 

rendered aid. Bieler displayed outstanding public interest and self-sacrifice.  


